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INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 2solver for the linear equation for a Newton step in a nonlinear iteration. In other work[7], [6], [18], GMRES is used as a primary �ne-mesh solver.1.1. GMRES. This paper is concerned with convergence rate estimates, not im-plementation, and for our purposes it su�ces to characterize the GMRES iteration interms of the minimization property satis�ed by the iterates [25]. In the setting of linearequations in a complex Hilbert space H,Au = f;(1.1)the lth GMRES iterate ul minimizes the H-norm of the residual rl = f � Aul overvectors in the a�ne space u0 +Kl, where u0 is the initial iterate and the Krylov spaceKl is given by Kl = span(r0; Ar0; . . . ; Al�1r0):We can express this minimization property askrlkH = minu2u0+Kl kf �AukH:(1.2)If we let Pl be the class of residual polynomials [26],Pl = fp j p is a polynomial of degree l and p(0) = 1git is easy to see, [25], [14], that rl = f �Aul = pl(A)r0(1.3)for some pl 2 Pl.Equations (1.3) and (1.2) lead to the estimatekrlkH = minp2Pl kp(A)r0kH � kr0kH minp2Pl kp(A)kL(H):(1.4)Here L(H) denotes the space of bounded operators on H with the standard operatornorm. Typical estimates for the convergence rate of GMRES select speci�c polynomialspl 2 Pl and then estimate the right side of (1.4) usingminp2Pl kp(A)kL(H) � kpl(A)kL(H):(1.5)Several papers have used (1.4), (1.5), and either diagonalization assumptions [25], [18],[14], [17], or resolvent integration methods [22], [23], [4] to estimate krlkH . We takethe latter approach and seek to construct pl in such a way that families of operatorscan be handled with the same polynomial pl. Our bounds reect not only the super-linear convergence of GMRES for compact �xed point problems in Hilbert space [18][23], [4] but also the manner in which the spectra of strongly convergent collectivelycompact families approximate that of the limiting operator. One can also, [21], obtainq-superlinear convergence results, but such bounds depend on the right-hand side f .



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 31.2. Motivating Example. When applied to discretizations of compact �xedpoint problems, integral equations in particular, more than one implementation of GM-RES is possible. In this section we illustrate this with a simple example. This examplewill also serve to motivate our Banach-Hilbert space setting, which, as was done in [9]in the context of Broyden's method, seeks to account for the successful application ofan inner product (and hence Hilbert space) based algorithm to a problem naturallyposed in a Banach space. A typical example of such a pairing of spaces is the solutionof a problem posed in the Banach space of continuous functions on a compact set withGMRES and the L2 scalar product.Let 
 � Rm be compact, k 2 C(
� 
), and de�ne the operator K byKu(x) = Z
 k(x; y)u(y) dy:(1.6)Clearly, K 2 COM(L2(
); C(
)), the space of compact operators from L2 to C. Weset A = I�K and seek to solve (1.1) with f 2 C(
). We assume that A is nonsingular.In the in�nite dimensional setting, one could apply GMRES to (1.1) with H = L2(
)and, [23], [4], expect r-superlinear convergence in the L2 norm. One can also [17]obtain r-superlinear convergence in the L1 norm by using an implicit form of Nystr�ominterpolation.We will approximate the operator K by replacing the integral by a quadrature rule.We will consider a sequence of such approximations fKng, whereKn(u)(x) = NnXj=1 k(x; xnj )u(xnj )wnj :(1.7)In (1.7) fxni gNni=1 and fwni gNni=1 are the nodes and weights of the quadrature rule used atlevel n. Throughout this paper we will assume that the weights of the quadrature rulesare positive, that the quadrature rules integrate constant functions exactly, and thatlimn!1 NnXj=1 g(xnj )wnj = Z
 g(x) dxfor all g 2 C(
). For example, if 
 is an interval and the nth rule is a composite p-pointGauss rule on n subintervals, Nn = pn.It is well known, [2], that the operators Kn converge strongly to K in C(
) (i. e.Knu! Ku uniformly for all u 2 C(
)) and that the family fKng is collectively compact(i. e. [KnB is precompact for any bounded set B � C(
)). We set An = I �Kn. Thesolutions un to Anu = u�Knu = f(1.8)converge uniformly to u� = A�1f .The solution un of equation (1.8) may be solved [3] by �rst solving the �nite di-mensional fully discrete systemun(xi)� NnXj=1 k(xni ; xnj )un(xnj )wnj = f(xni )(1.9)



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 4for the values of un at the nodal points of the quadrature rule and then recoveringun 2 C(
) by Nystr�om interpolationun(x) = f(x) + NnXj=1 k(x; xnj )un(xnj )wnj :(1.10)At this point we have three approximations to K. Kn 2 L(C(
)) is used in theanalysis of the convergence of un to u�. The fully discrete approximation KFDn : CNn !CNn is de�ned for V 2 CNn by(KFDn V )i = NnXj=1 k(xni ; xnj )Vjwnj :(1.11)KFDn is used in the �nite dimensional system that one actually solves with GMRES.Finally the semidiscrete approximation KSDn : CNn ! C(
) is de�ned for V 2 CNn byKSDn V (x) = NnXj=1 k(x; xnj )Vjwnj :(1.12)The semidiscrete operator is used in Nystr�om interpolation (1.10).The purpose of this paper is to derive bounds on the residuals of the GMRESiteration that apply to both the fully discrete (1.9) and continuous (1.1) problems. Wewill make an assumption on the structure of the sequence of operator approximationsthat will imply that the approximate operators have spectra that, in a sense su�cientfor our purposes, approximate the spectrum of the limiting operator. This is not thecase in general and problems with a high level of nonnormality can exhibit behavior fardi�erent from that of second kind Fredholm integral equations and their discretizations[5], [27].Our work is related to the class of mesh independence results, �rst considered in [1]and [16] in the context of nonlinear problems. These results describe the convergencebehavior of an iterative method, for example Newton's method, as it is applied to asequence of approximations of an in�nite dimensional problem. This was done in [1]and [16] by showing that the number of iterations required to drive the norm of thenonlinear residual to a given tolerance was independent of the level of approximation forsu�ciently �ne meshes. The name \mesh independence" was given to that phenomenonin [1]. Our notion of mesh independence for estimates of the GMRES residuals will bethat the estimates are equally valid for the in�nite dimensional problem (1.1) usingthe L2 inner product and for the sequence of �nite dimensional problems using anappropriate inner product on CNn. Moreover, these estimates are independent of theright hand side and allow for any natural choice of scalar product. We will describe theissue of choice of scalar product below.We can not apply GMRES directly to (1.8) in L2 because the de�nition of Kndepends on point evaluation. However, we can apply GMRES to the fully discreteproblem (1.9) using either of two natural norms to solve the least squares problem



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 5for the GMRES iterate and compute the vector U 2 CNn where Ui = un(xni ). Wecan put the standard Euclidean norm and scalar product on CNn, as would happenautomatically if we used a general purpose code, or we could use the approximate L2norm and inner product that arise from the quadrature rule. In this latter case wewould have (U; V )n = NnXj=1Uj �Vjwnj(1.13)whereas in the former case (U; V )n = NnXj=1Uj �Vj :(1.14)Multiplication of the inner product by a constant has no e�ect on the GMRES iterationand we may scale the Euclidean inner product (1.14) by m(
)Nn , where m is Lebesguemeasure, to obtain (U; V )n = m(
)Nn NnXj=1Uj �Vj :(1.15)The motivation for this scaling is that if U is the vector with 1 in every component,then (U;U)n = m(
) for all n if (�; �)n is given by either (1.13) or (1.15).These di�erent scalar products lead to di�erent GMRES iterates as the least squaresproblems (1.2) are not the same. Our bounds are qualitatively the same for either choiceof sequences of �nite dimensional scalar products.1.3. Main Result. Our abstract setting is motivated by the example presented inx 1.2. We formalize this setting in Assumption 1.1 in which care is taken to distinguishbetween the approximate problem (1.8), which is posed in the in�nite dimensional space,the fully discrete (1.9), and the semidiscrete operator (1.12).The convergence analysis in [2] uses fKng to show convergence of solutions of (1:8)to that of the in�nite dimensional problem (1.1). The semidiscrete operators fKSDn gare used in Nystr�om interpolation to connect the solution of the fully discrete problemto that of (1.8).We will assume that H, X, K, fKng, and fKSDn g satisfyAssumption 1.1.1. H is a separable Hilbert space with scalar product (�; �) and norm k � kH.2. X � H is a Banach space with norm k � kX .3. k � kH � k � kX.4. K 2 COM(H;X), A = I �K is nonsingular.5. Kn converges strongly to K in X and the family fKng � COM(X) is collec-tively compact.6. There are numbers Nn, maps Pn : X ! CNn, and semidiscrete maps KSDn :CNn ! X such that Pn is onto andKn = KSDn Pn:



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 67. There are a constant C1 > 0 and scalar products (�; �)n de�ned on CNn suchthat for all n, all v 2 X, V 2 CNn, and k � kn = (�; �)1=2nkPnvkn � kvkX; and(1.16) kKSDn V kX � C1kV kn:(1.17)The role of the fully discrete operators is played byKFDn = PnKSDn(1.18)and AFDn = I �KFDn :(1.19)The assumptions guarantee [2] that for n su�ciently large (I � Kn)un = f may beuniquely solved for un for any f 2 X and that un ! u� = A�1f in the norm of X.To solve un � Knun = f we mimic the procedure described above in the integralequations case and �rst solve the fully discrete problemAFDn V = V � PnKSDn V = Pnf(1.20)for V = Pnun 2 CNn. Then we recover un through Nystr�om interpolationun = f +KSDn V:We will solve the �nite dimensional system (1.20) with GMRES by solving the leastsquares problems for the GMRES iterates in the norm associated with the inner product(�; �)n. Our assumptions imply that if I �Kn is nonsingular on X, then I � PnKSDn isnonsingular on CNn. To see this note that if V � PnKSDn V = 0 and u = KSDn V , thenPnu = V and u�Knu = u�KSDn Pnu = u�KSDn V = 0and therefore u = 0 by nonsingularity of I �Kn. This implies that V = 0 and henceI � PnKSDn is nonsingular.In the context of the integral equation example above, Assumption 1.1 is satis�edif H = L2(
), (�; �) is the L2(
) inner product, X = C(
), and X is given the scalednorm kukX = m(
)1=2kuk1;(1.21)where m denotes Lebesgue measure. K and Kn are de�ned by (1.6) and (1.7). If wede�ne KSDn by (1.12) then all parts of Assumption 1.1 with the possible exception ofitem 7 follow from the discussion in x 1.2.Item 7 in Assumption 1.1 imposes a natural consistency condition between theinner product on CNn used in GMRES and the discretization itself. Condition (1.16)



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 7requires that the vector in CNn having 1 in each component be bounded as n!1 inthe norm k � kn = (�; �)1=2n :This holds for either of the scalar products (1.13) or (1.15) in x 1.2.If (�; �)n is given by (1.13), then since the weights of the quadrature rule are positive,it is clear that jKSDn (V )(x)j � kkk1 NnXj=1 jVj jwnj(1.22)for all x 2 
.If we let U 2 CNn and jV j 2 CNn be the respective vectors having 1 and jVjj ineach component, we have thatNnXj=1 jVjjwnj = (U; jV j)n � kUknkV kn � m(
)1=2kV kn:We use (1.21) and (1.22) to obtainkKSDn V kX � m(
)kkk1kV knand therefore (1.17) holds with C1 = m(
)kkk1.If (�; �)n is the scaled Euclidean inner product given by (1.15), we require a di�erentbound on the right side of (1.22). In that case, if Wn 2 CNn has components wnj thenNnXj=1 jVjjwnj = Nnm(
)(jV j;Wn)n:Hence NnXj=1 jVjjwnj � Nnm(
)kWnknkV kn:Hence, (1.17) will hold if fNnkWnkng is bounded and we can useC1 = kkk1m(
)�1=2 supn fNnkWnkng:(1.23)The right side of (1.23) is �nite if and only if(NnkWnkn)2 = Nnm(
) NnXj=1(wnj )2is bounded. For composite p point Gauss rules with n subintervals, with 
 = [0; 1], forexample, Nn = np and wnj � 1=n. In that case,Nn NnXj=1(wnj )2 = np NnXj=1(wnj )2 � npn NnXj=1wnj = p



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 8for all n and (1.17) holds.We will prove our mesh independence results for GMRES using resolvent integrationmethods as was done in [22], [23], and [4]. The basic result, a perturbation insensitiveform of an estimate in [4] relates convergence of GMRES for (1.1) to the spectrum andthe algebraic multiplicity of eigenvalues of A that are far in some sense from 1. Thisresult gives a sequence of residual polynomials fplg that can be used to estimate notonly the convergence rate of GMRES for (1.1) but also for (1.9).Our main result isTheorem 1.1. Let H, X, K, fKng, and fKSDn g satisfy Assumption 1.1 and let� 2 (0; 1). Then there is M1(�) > 0, depending only on � and K, such that if n issu�ciently large and rnl is the residual for the lth GMRES iteration for (1.20), thenkrnl kn �M1(�)�lkrn0kn:for all l � 0.In x 2 we prove Theorem 1.1. We begin with a discussion of some consequencesof Assumption 1.1 that will allow us to make resolvent integral estimates that areindependent of n. We then construct a family of residual polynomials and make theestimates. Our proof represents a simpli�cation of the analysis in [23], [18], and [4] andcan be used without modi�cation to prove that if rl is the GMRES residual for thein�nite dimensional iteration thatkrlkH �M1(�)�lkr0kH :for all l � 0. This implies r-superlinear convergence of the GMRES iteration whenapplied to linear compact �xed point problems in Hilbert spaces.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. This section is divided into two parts. In the �rstx 2.1 we prove some simple lemmas based on Assumption 1.1. Then, in x 2.2, we applythose lemmas and resolvent integration methods to prove Theorem 1.1.2.1. Consequences of Assumption 1.1. We begin our proof by deriving uni-form estimates on the norms of inverses of fully discrete operators of the formzI �KFDnin CNn with respect to the norm k � kn. Here z 62 �(K) the spectrum of K. Thesebounds will follow from similar X-norm bounds on (zI �Kn)�1 that can be found in[2]. We will also use the results from [2] on convergence of the spectra of the operatorsKn to obtain identical results for KFDn .We will let k � kn denote not only the norm on CNn induced by the scalar product(�; �)n but also the induced matrix norm.Lemma 2.1. Let Assumption 1.1 hold, let S be a compact set in the complex planethat is disjoint from the spectrum of K. Then there is C2(S) so that, for n su�cientlylarge, zI �KFDn is nonsingular on CNn andk(zI �KFDn )�1kn � C2(S)(2.1)



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 9for all z 2 S.Proof. Assumption 1.1 implies that for n su�ciently large (zI �Kn) is nonsingularfor all z 2 S and there is M such thatk(zI �Kn)�1kL(X) �Mfor all z 2 S. As we pointed out in x 1.3, nonsingularity of zI � Kn implies that ofzI �KFDn . Hence it remains only to prove the bound (2.1).Let G 2 CNn and let g 2 X be such that G = Png. Such a g exists by ourassumption that Pn is an onto map. Let V = (zI�KFDn )�1G and let v = z�1(g+KSDn V ).Note that v is well de�ned because 0 2 �(K) and therefore not in S. We have Pnv = Vand zv = g +Knv = g +Kn(zI �Kn)�1g= g + (zI �Kn)�1Kng = g + (zI �Kn)�1KSDn G:(2.2)Hence zV = zPnv = G + Pn(zI �Kn)�1KSDn Gand therefore, using Assumption 1.1, we havekV kn � jzj�1(1 +MC1)kGkn:If we set C2(S) = (1 +MC1)maxz2S jzj�1the proof is complete.The next lemma expresses convergence of the spectrum in a way that we can usedirectly in our analysis. Let L be a compact operator, B = I � L, and � 2 (0; 1) begiven. Let f�jgmj=1 be the eigenvalues of B satisfyingj1� �jj > �;and counted by multiplicity. We de�ne a residual polynomialp(z; L; �) = mYj=1(1 � z=�j):(2.3)Note that the de�nition of p(z; L; �) has nothing to do with the particular space onwhich L is de�ned. The requirement that L be compact is su�cient to guarantee thatthe product in (2.3) is �nite for any � > 0. p is the characteristic polynomial forthe eigenvalues of B outside the disk of radius � about z = 1. In [4] the analogousminimal polynomial was used. We must use the characteristic polynomial here becausewe analyze a sequence of operators.Lemma 2.2 follows from the results in [2]Lemma 2.2. Let Assumption 1.1 hold and let � 2 (0; 1) be given. Thenlimn!1 p(z;KFDn ; �) = p(z;K; �)uniformly on compact sets in the complex plane.



INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND GMRES 102.2. Completion of the Proof. Let � 2 (0; 1) be given and let C� denote thecircle of radius � about z = 1 in the complex plane. If necessary, we reduce � so thatno eigenvalue of A lies on C�.Let f�jgmj=1 be the eigenvalues of A which lie outside C� (i. e. the roots of p(z;K; �)).Lemma 2.2 implies that for n su�ciently large, there are exactlym eigenvalues (countedby multiplicity) of AFDn = I�KFDn outside C�. Following [4], we separate the spectruminto a \good" part inside C� and a \bad" part outside. Our estimate will be based onconstruction of a residual polynomial that has roots at the eigenvalues of AFDn that areoutside C� and then provides an r-linear convergence estimate with r-factor at most �.The fact that if K is compact then any � 2 (0; 1) can be used in such a decompositionof �(A) implies r-superlinear convergence [4].Let n be large enough so that the number of eigenvalues of A and AFDn outside C�is the same and is m. Let�n(�) = maxz2C� jp(z;K; �) � p(z;KFDn ; �)j;(2.4)and increase n if needed so that�n(�) � 2maxz2C� jp(z;K; �)j:For l � m we de�ne residual polynomials pl 2 Pl bypl(z) = (1� z)l�mp(z;KFDn ; �):We de�ne spectral projections�G = 12�iZ C�(zI �AFDn )�1 dz and �B = I ��G:(2.5)We use (1.5), the polynomial pl, and the spectral projections de�ned in (2.5) toobtain (see [12] and [4])pl(AFDn ) = �Gpl(AFDn ) + �Bpl(AFDn ) = �Gpl(AFDn ) = 12�i ZC�(zI �AFDn )�1pl(z) dzand hence kpl(AFDn )kn � D1�l(2.6)where, letting D� = fjzj = �g,D1 = �1�mC2(D�)maxz2C� jp(z;KFDn ; �)j:In view of (1.4) and (2.6) we may complete the proof by noting thatjp(z;KFDn ; �)j � jp(z;K; �)j+ �n(�) � 3maxz2C� jp(z;K; �)jand setting M1(�) = 2�1�mC2(D�)maxz2C� jp(z;K; �)j:
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